SPRING `20

Our focus when designing adventure travel
products is to provide solutions that make
the road less traveled feel more accessible.
Stretch all you can out of your travels with a dedicated
ActiveShield compartment for dirty clothes and gear,
and keep your gear protected in transit with the new
3-in-1 cover. But what is most important to us is that
you’re there – experiencing the adventure, and that you
have gear you can trust.
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PRAXUS & PROXY
Men’s Praxus

Women’s Proxy

45L

45L

TETRAD & TRIBUTE
Men’s Tetrad

40L

Women’s Tribute

60L

75L

40L

55L

70L

QUADRO
Quadro
Hardcase

22”

Quadlite

30”

20”

Split-Case Roller
Duffel

30”

22”

32”

ALPACA

60L

90L

120L
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From a quick weekend stay to a two-week vacation, these
packs will set you free with travel-specific features to make
your trek easier.

»
›› ActiveShield compartment keeps dirty or wet clothing and gear
separate or ensures that whatever’s inside stays dry throughout
your journey
›› Flipguard compression panels cover gear and zippers for
security in transit, and add structure for a clean pack profile.
Panels fold away to provide full cavity access for easy packing
›› Full-Surround Gear Guard foam padding protects pack contents
during transport and bag handling
›› Stowable harness zips inside a dedicated sleeve for air travel
and baggage handling
›› Cargo Control hip belt for true load support can be removed
when checking baggage
›› Gender-specific suspension ensures a comfortable carry for
men and women
›› Zippered front compartment with padded laptop and tablet
sleeves and office organization

»

›› Travel-tested design with lockable zippers and concealed
openings for added security in crowded locations
›› Zippered shoe compartment separates dirty kicks from clean
whites *65 ONLY*
›› Exterior top quick access pocket
›› Dual interior zippered mesh organizer pockets
›› Padded handles on the top, sides, bottom, and front of the pack
›› Custom molded zipper pulls

»
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ADVENTURE TRAVEL

TRAVEL-READY
Most travel packs treat suspension like an afterthought,
prioritizing stowability at the expense of proper support,
fit, and build quality. To us, that defeats the purpose.
Our packs offer suspension that not only stows, but
that works the way it should. Gender-specific design,
padded backpanels, contoured shoulder harnesses,
and wide, padded hipbelts provide the comfort and
support you expect from Gregory. Torso adjustment
in the 65-liter packs makes it easy to achieve a perfect
fit. And of course, everything tucks away in dedicated,
zippered pockets that don’t rob precious cargo space
from the interior. Welcome to travel-ready suspension
the way it should be.

CONTOURED, PADDED BACK PANEL
supports the shoulder harness panel with 10+ CM of
adjustment for a custom fit *65L only

SHOULDER HARNESSES STOW
dedicated zippered pocket at the baggage counter with
quick-disconnect buckles for streamlined travel

CARGO CONTROL HIPBELT
for true load support can be removed when checking baggage
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Pixel Black -5466
Indigo Blue -1439

PRAXUS 45
ONE SIZE 104079

Get gone for a weekend, the carry-on friendly Praxus
45 has more space for your stuff, ActiveShield storage
for your dirty gear, and load-bearing suspension for the
walk from the tram to your AirBnB on the Vondelpark.
Whether you’re crashing on a couch, a guest bed,
or a deluxe pillow-top king, the full-length-zip main
compartment keeps contents accessible and makes
packing a cinch.

VOLUME

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

45 L

1.57 kg

59.7 x 34.9 x 25.4 cm

MAX CARRY 16 kg MAIN ACCESS panel loader
• LAPTOP 15.6”
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ADVENTURE TRAVEL

Antigua Green -6399

PROXY 45

Mystic Grey -1585

ONE SIZE 104085

Get away for the weekend or longer with the Proxy 45.
With its full-surround Gear Guard and load-bearing,
women’s-specific suspension, this carry-on compliant
pack born for active travel—just like you. Need to mix
business with pleasure? Stow your laptop in the padded
compartment and keep your trail running gear separate
behind the ActiveShield divider.
BODY 210D HIGH DENSITY NYLON

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

BASE 420D HIGH DENSITY NYLON

VOLUME

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

45 L

1.54 g

59.7 x 34.9 x 25.4 cm

LINING 135D HIGH DENSITY 50%
RECYCLED POLYESTER
HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR CLPE FOAM
CHASSIS SUPPORT MULTI-DENSITY

MAX CARRY 16 kg MAIN ACCESS panel loader
• LAPTOP 15.6”

FOAM COMPOSITE
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The Tetrad and Tribute take adventure travel to the next
level, adding features and support to let you carry more
gear even further off the beaten track. These packs offer all
the benefits of travel luggage—and more—along with the
carry comfort of an adjustable, internal-frame suspension.

»

»» Active shield compartment for vapor, dirt and order resitant
protection
»» Included 3 -in-1 check-in, rain and anti-theft cover
»» Zip-off daypack included (Included on Tetrad 75/60 &
Tribute 70/55)
›› Fully adjustable torso length with wishbone frame
suspension and die-cut shoulder harnesses
›› Perforated breathable backpanel with wrapping hipbelt
›› Full-surround gear guard foam padding on exterior of the pack
›› Flip guard compression panels to protect main zippered opening
›› Lockable main zippered opening

»

›› Top zippered pocket for storage of 3-in-1 cover doubles as
quick access pocket
›› Internal zippered quick-access security pocket
›› Zippered internal mesh organization pocket
›› Padded handles on three sides
›› Reflective front loops for attaching additional items
›› Comfort grip zipper pulls
›› Integrated safety whistle on sternum strap

»
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ADVENTURE TRAVEL

“CARRIES GEAR WITH THE CONFIDENCE

OF A MOUNTAIN GOAT”
»

LIGHTWEIGHT ALLOY INTERNAL FRAME
WITH ADJUSTABLE TORSO
The ultimate convertible travel packs, all of the Tetrad
and Tribute packs feature a lightweight perimeter
alloy frame and HDPE framesheet to properly channel
weight to the hipbelt. Adjustable torso length in all
models provides a custom fit regardless of pack size.

»

REMOVABLE MODULAR DAYPACK
Neatly integrated into the main pack, the fully featured,
compact daypack quickly transitions from layovers
and bus rides to a day full of waterfall hikes in Costa
Rica. A truly capable pack with durable front mesh
stuff pocket, padded laptop and tablet sleeve, and dual
water bottle pockets; the zip-off daypack completes
the ultimate traveler’s toolkit.
(Included on Tetrad 75/60 & Tribute 70/55)
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ADVENTURE TRAVEL

Three travel uses designed
into one packable, seam-taped
travel cover - protection against
rough handling, wet weather,
and unwanted access.

CHECK-IN
Fully enclose your pack, harness and hipbelt for lockable,
zippered protection when checking and storing baggage.

RAINCOVER
Seam taped, coated, and fully weatherproof fabric with durable
water-resistant treatment.

ANTI-THEFT
Tear and abrasion resistant fabric shields access to all zippered
pockets, preventing unwanted access while moving through
crowded travel hubs and cities.
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TETRAD 40
ONE SIZE 121118
An included 3-in-1 travel cover and the Active shield compartment make the Tetrad 40 the one stop jet-setting pack. Easily
accessable laptop storage makes killing time during layovers
convienient, and the adjustable suspension will provide that
comfort you need for the final leg from the train station to
the hostel.

Ferrous Orange -6397
Pixel Black -5466

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)
VOLUME

WEIGHT

3-IN-1
COVER

DIMENSIONS

40 L

1.38 kg

171 g

55.9 x 30.5 x 29.2 cm

• MAX CARRY 15.9 kg MAIN ACCESS u-zip
• LAPTOP 13”

TETRAD 60
ONE SIZE 121119
Leave your duffel—and your aching shoulders—at home.
The Tetrad 60 carries a week’s worth of gear through the
cobbled streets of old Avignon with the confidence of a
mountain goat, and its 3-in-1 travel cover, ActiveShield
compartment, and deployable daypack add adventure
readiness for your weekend escape to Chamonix.
SPECS: (ONE SIZE)
VOLUME

WEIGHT

3-IN-1
COVER

DIMENSIONS

60 L

1.95 kg

213 g

66 x 30.5 x 39.4 cm

DAYPACK:
VOLUME

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

20 L

522 g

49.5 x 27.9 x 15.2 cm

• MAX CARRY 20.4 kg MAIN ACCESS u-zip
• LAPTOP 15.6”

TETRAD 75
ONE SIZE 121120
Our largest travel pack has the capacity you need for multiweek travel and multi-sport vacations that require a bunch of
gear along with your clothing. Designed to carry comfortably
where wheels can’t roll, featuring a detachable daypack and
a tough, stowaway 3-in-1 cover for extra protection.
SPECS: (ONE SIZE)
VOLUME

WEIGHT

3-IN-1
COVER

DIMENSIONS

75 L

2 kg

222 g

66 x 30.5 x 43.2 cm

DAYPACK:
VOLUME

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

20 L

522 g

49.5 x 27.9 x 15.2 cm

• MAX CARRY 22.7 kg MAIN ACCESS u-zip
• LAPTOP 15.6”
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TRIBUTE 40

ADVENTURE TRAVEL

ONE SIZE 121121

You’ll wonder how you ever lived without the travel-ready features and organization of the Tribute 40.
Adjustable, women’s-specific internal frame suspension carries this carry-on-friendly pack comfortably
over any terrain.

Bordeaux Red -1126

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)
VOLUME

WEIGHT

3-IN-1
COVER

DIMENSIONS

40 L

1.38 kg

159 g

55.9 x 30.5 x 29.2 cm

Mystic Grey -1585

• MAX CARRY 15.9 kg MAIN ACCESS u-zip
• LAPTOP 13”

TRIBUTE 55

BODY 210D HIGH DENSITY NYLON &
420D HIGH DENSITY NYLON
BASE 420D HIGH DENSITY NYLON

ONE SIZE 121122

Your room with a view over Motovun, Croatia is a mile
up the hill, followed by four flights of creaky stairs.
Luckily, the Tribute 55 hikes as well as it hauls, and
gives you a zip-off daypack for day hiking and biking
around town. Zivjeli!

LINING 135D HIGH DENSITY 50%
RECYCLED POLYESTER WITH WATER
AND DIRT RESISTANT COATED NYLON
ACTIVESHIELD
HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR PERFORATED
DUAL DENSITY CLPE & OPEN CELL FOAM
CHASSIS SUPPORT ALLOY STEEL FRAME,

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

ANTI-BARRELING CROSS STAY

VOLUME

WEIGHT

3-IN-1
COVER

55 L

1.80 kg

204 g

DIMENSIONS
61 x 30.5 x 39.4 cm

DAYPACK:
VOLUME

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

18 L

476 g

49.5 x 27.9 x 15.2 cm

• MAX CARRY 20.4 kg MAIN ACCESS u-zip
• LAPTOP 14”

TRIBUTE 70
ONE SIZE 121123

Our largest women’s travel pack is perfect for multiweek trips with side adventures on the itinerary. From
Tuscany to the Yucatan, the Tribute 70 carries it all in
comfort while its zip-off daypack adds versatility for
side excursions and everyday activities.
SPECS: (ONE SIZE)
VOLUME

WEIGHT

3-IN-1
COVER

DIMENSIONS

70 L

1.86 kg

204 g

61 x 30.5 x 43.2 cm

DAYPACK:
VOLUME

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

18 L

476 g

49.5 x 27.9 x 15.2 cm

• MAX CARRY 22.7 kg MAIN ACCESS u-zip
• LAPTOP 14”
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A gear hauling hardcase with Gregory’s Quadro 4x4
sphere wheel technology, constructed from a flexible
thermoplastic material with impressive impact strength and
low temperature toughness. This polycarbonate construction
delivers unparalleled gear protection and weight saving
advantages, making these rollers the ultimate in protection
and convenience for your next adventure.

›› Proprietary Quadro spherical wheel system sets the standard in
multi-directional rolling
›› Ultra-durable handle and wheel housing components covered
by Gregory’s Lifetime Guarantee
›› Reinforced polycarbonate construction delivers outstanding
impact strength, superior stability, excellent thermal resistance,
and low-temperature toughness
›› Hardshell construction protects gear from weather and
impact damage
›› Lightweight high-strength retractable locking handle with TPR
coated comfort grip
›› ActiveShield compartment expands from zero to fifty percent of
the overall bag capacity to provide vapor, dirt and odor resistant
protection and separation of active and casual wear
›› Interior mesh pockets for storage and organization of small items
›› Zippered compression panels and dual compression straps to
keep gear and clothes neatly packed while traveling
›› Expandable zipper provides additional 15% of capacity on 22”
carry-on size and 20% on 30” check-in size
›› Custom Comfort Grip Molded zipper pulls
›› Lockable zipper sliders for peace of mind when you find yourself
a little too far off the beaten path
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ADVENTURE TRAVEL

QUADRO
HARDCASE 22”

Slate Black -0623

ONE SIZE 87005

Product testing and research trips take us from the EU
to East Asia more frequently than you might think. The
compact Quadro 22” is ideal for long-distance business
travel, protecting all the gadgets and keeping a change of
clothing looking far fresher than we do after a twenty-hour
sprint across the Pacific. The internal vapor, odor and dirt
resistant ActiveShield compartment separates dirty from
clean, or business from fun, depending on the schedule.

VOLUME

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

45 L

4.1 Kg

55.9 X 35.6 X 23.5cm

QUADRO
HARDCASE 30”
ONE SIZE 87006

Not every weekend is a getaway. When you and your
luggage are getting thrown around from gate to gate,
the Quadro Hardcase 30” offers some protection with a
high-impact polycarbonate outer shell to keep contents
unfazed by endless layovers. An internal vapor, odor
and dirt resistant ActiveShield compartment expands
to separate boardroom attire from the sweaty, dusty
results of your off-the-clock excursions.

VOLUME

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

90 L

5.3 Kg

77.5 x 45.7 x 30.5 cm

BODY HIGH - IMPACT POLYCARBONATE
WHEELS NYLON 66 COMPOSITE & TPR
LINING 135D HIGH DENSITY EMBOSSED
POLYESTER WITH WATER AND DIRT RESISTANT
COATED NYLON ACTIVESHIELD
CHASIS SUPPORT POLYCORBONATE AND HDPE
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VAPOR, ODOR & DIRT PROTECTION

This ingenious division between dirty and clean
simplifies life for the adventurous traveler, especially
for those who demand a higher level of active lifestyle
support and performance from their roller bag.
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QUADLITE 20” & 30”
• Removable ActiveShield compartment for vapor, dirt and odor protection
• Zip-in hinge creates compression panel for multiple packing configurations
• Large u-zip opening for easy loading and cleaning

PC MESH TECHNOLOGY
The hardshell construction was

The Quadlite series is lightweight and offers great gear

reinforced by mesh laminated

protection so is the ultimate travel companion. Our

polycarbonate to deliver outstanding

lightest case so far that offers great features for your

impact resistance and shell strength.

adventure travel such as coated zippers and an ActiveShield
compartment. It also has a modern sportive style, with its

The combination of the 2 materials

combination of PC mesh and premium detailing.

allowed us to make the shells even
lighter and delivers great abrasion
resistance.

›› Mesh-laminated polycarbonate delivers outstanding impact
strength, abrasion resistance and superior stability.
›› Hardshell construction protects gear from weather and impact
damage
›› Water resistant PU coated zipper
›› Proprietary Quadro spherical wheel system sets the standard in
multi-directional rolling
›› Ultra-durable handle and wheel housing components covered
by Gregory’s Lifetime Guarantee
›› TSA recognised combination lock integrated into molded
hardcase
›› Removable ActiveShield compartment for vapor, dirt and odor
protection
›› Interior mesh pockets for storage and organisation of small
items
›› Zippered compression panels and dual compression straps to
keep gear and clothes neatly packed while travelling

»
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ADVENTURE TRAVEL

Volcanic Black -0662

INTERNATIONAL
CARRY-ON

Navy Blue -1598

ONE SIZE 130660

This compact, lightweight hardcase roller offers overhead-stowable protection for all your gear. Fully featured
with a TSA combination look and the removable
ActiveShield compartment.

VOLUME

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

40 L*

2.9 Kg*

55 X 38 X 23 cm*

LONGHAUL
ONE SIZE 130661

Your calendar might look like a domestic and international
flight schedule, but when you hit the ground, you hit
it running. The case features combination locks plus a
removable ActiveShield compartment to hold your wet or
dirty gear.

* estimation for all those details

VOLUME

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

100 L*

3.9 Kg*

77 x 47 x 32 cm*
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SPLIT-CASE ROLLER DUFFEL

Slate Black -0623

SPLIT-CASE ROLLER
DUFFEL 22”
ONE SIZE 87009

Our fast, light and durable design philosophy just happens to
apply to business overnights as effectively as one-day summit
bids. This compact roller packs your business disguise in one
half and your fun side in the other, with an expanding vapor,
dirt and odor resistant ActiveShield compartment that keeps
your trail running kit separated from your evening wear. Quickaccess exterior pockets keep tickets and devices handy in the
sky lounge.

VOLUME

WEIGHT

HEIGHT

WIDTH

DEPTH

45 L

3.23 kg

55.9 cm

35.6 cm

22.9 cm

SPLIT-CASE ROLLER
DUFFEL 32”
ONE SIZE 87010

Business wants your weekends, but you’re not giving them up
that easy. Wherever you land, there’s bound to be a trail—or in
the worst case, a gym. The Split-Case 32 separates business
wear from active gear, by including an expanding vapor, dirt
and odor resistant ActiveShield compartment to keep your
boardshorts or ski boots from mixing with your boardroom kit.
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VOLUME

WEIGHT

HEIGHT

WIDTH

DEPTH

100 L

4.5 kg

82.6 cm

41.9 cm

34.3 cm

ADVENTURE TRAVEL

SPLIT-CASE DUFFEL FEATURES
• Ultra-durable handle and wheel housing
components covered by Gregory's Limited
Lifetime Guarantee
• Reinforced lightweight composite construction
strikes a calculated balance between weight
savings and reliable gear protection
• Split-case design divides the main volume of the
bag into a 60/40 split with dual compression
panels for super easy organisation and access
• Water-resistant textiles with reinforced abrasion zones
and multiple lash points for additional gear carry
• Lightweight high-strength retractable locking
handle with TPR coated comfort grip
• ActiveShield compartment expands from zero to
fifty percent of the overall bag capacity to provide
vapor, dirt and odor resistant protection and
separation of active and casual wear
• Dual external pockets with protective padding for
quick-access to phone and toiletry kit in security
line or additional organisation when checked
• Interior mesh pockets for storage and organisation
of small items
• Dual sided zippered compression panels to keep
gear and clothes neatly packed while travelling
• Custom easy-grip U-shape zipper pulls
• Lockable zipper sliders for peace of mind when
you find yourself a little too far off the beaten path

BODY 420D NYLON & 840 BALLISTIC POLYESTER
WHEELS PP AND TPU
LINING 135 HIGH DENSITY EMBOSSED POLYESTER AND WATER
AND DIRT RESISTANT COATED POLYESTER
CHASSIS SUPPORT LIGHTWEIGHT COMPOSITE AND HDPE
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Marine Blue -1531
True Black -0651

BODY 900D POLYESTER DIAMOND
RIPSTOP WITH TPU COATING
LINING 210D NYLON

ALPACA 60
ONE SIZE 65924

VOLUME

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

60 L

1.32 kg

31 x 64.5 x 33 cm

ALPACA 90
ONE SIZE 65925

VOLUME

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

90 L

1.62 kg

35 x 73.5 x 37 cm

ALPACA 120
ONE SIZE 65926
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VOLUME

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

120 L

1.86 kg

38 x 19.5 x 37 cm

ADVENTURE TRAVEL

LOCKABLE ZIPPERS WITCH
REFLECTIVE PULLS add security
and easy acquisition in low light.

REMOVABLE BACKPACK CARRY
Padded backpack straps offer
more comfortable transportatiion
over long distances, and remove
quickly via ladder-locks and girth
hitches at the top and bottom.

DAISY CHAIN
for easy attachment to yak or rack.

COMPRESION STRAPS on the
two largest sizes quickly eliminate
unused space for a secure load.

INTERNAL ACCESSORY POCKET
A zipped pocket inside the lid of
every bag offers a place to store
small items for easy access. The
three largest sizes feature a divided
pocket for better organisation.

TPU-COATED BODY with diamondweave renforcing threads for
exceptional water and tear resistance.

BACKPACK CARRY

DUFFEL CARRY

U-ZIP OPENING
A U-shaped zipper allows the entire
top panel to open up for easy packing.
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Whether your day is filled with meetings, a lecture to
skip or a quick plane ride, the everyday collection finds
the balance between work and play. The Nano packs
provide a compact solution to your everyday needs, simple,
stylish waist packs with clever organization, and premium
materials we can stand by for their lifetime. Step up the
organization with the Diode, Anode and Sigma for easy
transitions from work, to travel, to the trailhead. These
packs will quickly become your go-to for spur of the
moment adventures.

Nano Waistpack

Nano 16

Nano 14

Nano 18

Anode 30

Nano 20

Diode 34

Sigma 28
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The Nano collection is ideal for active everyday use: exploring
the local trails, an outdoor concert, or a weekend getaway.

›› Dedicated hydration zippered pocket with routing - doubles
as a secure tablet or small laptop sleeve (18, 20)
›› Front stretch mesh stuff pocket with secure buckle closure (20)
›› Twin side mesh water bottle pockets (16, 18, 20)
›› Removable/stowable webbing hip belt
›› Zippered stash pocket with organizer and/or key clip
›› Dual side compression with side release buckles (18, 20)
›› Reflective attachment loops to secure water bottles and
other trail accessories
›› Custom comfort-grip molded zipper pulls

›› Wide 3,8 CM strap with secure buckle closure for cross
body or around-the-waist carry
›› Large zippered main compartment with internal mesh
divider pockets
›› Front zippered compartment with secure key leash
›› Airmesh padded backpanel with quilting detail
›› Reflective webbing attachment loops
›› Custom comfort-grip molded zipper pulls
›› Top zippered pocket for quick access to phone or other
valuables (larger size only)
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EVERYDAY ADVENTURE
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Fennel Green -1333
Mirage Blue -4683
Burnished Orange -4884
Eclipse Black -7406

NANO WAISTPACK
ONE SIZE 126861

Keep your phone, wallet, and shades organized in the
Nano Waistpack equipped with a variety of secure,
zippered pockets. The airmesh padded back and large
buckle strap will keep you comfy and secure during your
daily routine.

VOLUME: 3.5 L WEIGHT: 208 g

NANO 14
ONE SIZE 124896

Set off on a day of exploration with the simple,
lightweight Nano 14. A secure zippered pocket, padded
backpanel, and quick-access drawcord opening help
keep things simple. Drop into any Nano compatible
hiking pack for a deluxe tail system.

VOLUME: 854 in3 WEIGHT: 227 g
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EVERYDAY ADVENTURE

BODY 210D HONEYCOMB CRYPTORIP NYLON
BASE 420D HIGH DENSITY NYLON
LINING 135D HIGH DENSITY POLYESTER WITH EMBOSS
HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR PERFORATED CLPE FOAM
CHASSIS SUPPORT SUPPORTIVE CLPE FOAM

NANO 16
ONE SIZE 111497

The Nano 16’s top-loading design incorporates a quick
access zippered pocket for accessories, and its packable
nature makes it perfect for stuffing in your checked or
carry-on luggage.
VOLUME: 16 L WEIGHT: 323 g

NANO 18
ONE SIZE 111498

The Nano 18 is ready, whether your travels take you
around the neighborhood, to the top of your favorite trail,
or through the hills of Tuscan wine country.
VOLUME: 18 L WEIGHT: 454 g

NANO 20
ONE SIZE 111499

Its 20-liter capacity can handle a surprising amount of gear,
whether you’re just knocking around town, tackling trails,
or hitting every sight worth seeing on an overseas vacation.

VOLUME: 20 L WEIGHT: 499 g
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›› Dedicated 15” floating laptop compartment bottom bumper
for impact protection
›› Checkpoint friendly laptop and tablet comparment with
zippered clamshell design *34 ONLY*
›› Top quick access pocket with soft-touch liner
›› Deluxe organization panel with secure zippered pocket
›› Stretch mesh side water bottle pockets
›› Front stretch mesh shove-it pocket *30/28 ONLY*
›› Reflective accents for added visibility
›› Dual side compression straps
›› Custom molded zipper pulls
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EVERYDAY ADVENTURE
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ANODE 30
ONE SIZE 104091

Shadow Black -0614
Xeno Navy -5330

Work hard, play hard is the Anode’s motto, backed up by
a split personality of business organization and outdoor
style. Drop everything you need for your off-the-grid
afternoon expedition into the spacious main compartment, knowing that your laptop and other accessories
are safely tucked away in custom-built pockets. Ventilated, supportive suspension keeps you dry and cool
whether you’re running late or taking it easy.
SPECS: (ONE SIZE)
VOLUME

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

30 L

794 g

49.5 x 29.2 x 24.1 cm

• LAPTOP 15.6” • MAIN ACCESS panel loader

BODY 210D 6.6 NYLON
BASE 420D HD NYLON
LINING 135D HIGH DENSITY POLYESTER
WITH EMBOSS
HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR CLPE FOAM
CHASSIS SUPPORT MULTI-DENSITY
FOAM COMPOSITE

DIODE 34
ONE SIZE 104092

The big Diode offers tons of possibilities, whether you
have to carry a full work outfit or a third day’s worth
of gear for your long weekend getaway. With organization for class, the office, or just your electronic
entertainment needs on a long flight, this 34-liter pack
makes stowing and finding every accessory easy, even
in mid-sprint. Ventilated shoulder harness straps and
backpanel padding get you to the lecture hall or your
lakeside chill spot without breaking a sweat.
SPECS: (ONE SIZE)
VOLUME

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

34 L

907 g

49.5 x 29.2 x 26.7 cm

• LAPTOP 15.6” • MAIN ACCESS panel loader
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EVERYDAY ADVENTURE

SIGMA 28
ONE SIZE 104093

Lunch? Check. Layers? Check. Lecture notes? Hold on…
yep, check. The Sigma literally has your back, whether
you’re on your way to a sunset rendezvous in the foothills overlooking town or blowing off steam between
appointments with a quick book break in the grass.
Ventilated padding in the back panel and women’s-specific suspension keep you looking and feeling cool upon
arrival, and internal organization helps you locate your
tablet and stylus when you’re still looped out from a
much-needed nap in the sun.

Mineral Grey -1560
Misty Blue -1565

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)
VOLUME

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

28 L

703 g

47 x 27.3 x 22.9 cm

• LAPTOP 14.1” • MAIN ACCESS panel loader
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